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CHANGE REQUEST

a 25.105 CR 122 arev 1 a Current version: 5.1.0 a

For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the a symbols.

Proposed change affects: UICC appsa ME Radio Access Network X Core Network

Title: a 3,84 Mcps TDD option LA ACS and DR desired signal level correction

Source: a RAN WG4

Work item code:a RInImp-BSClass-TDD Date: a 21/08/2002

Category: a F Release: a Rel-5
Use one of the following categories:

F  (correction)
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release)
B  (addition of feature),
C  (functional modification of feature)
D  (editorial modification)

Detailed explanations of the above categories can
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900.

Use one of the following releases:
2 (GSM Phase 2)
R96 (Release 1996)
R97 (Release 1997)
R98 (Release 1998)
R99 (Release 1999)
Rel-4 (Release 4)
Rel-5 (Release 5)
Rel-6 (Release 6)

Reason for change: a The LA ACS and Dynamic Range should be refereced to the -95dBm reference
sensitivity requirement for LA not the -109dBm reference sensitivity the WA
requiement.  This is not a change in performance, the intent and desired
performance for the LA ACS and Dynamic Range has always been relative to a
-95 dBm reference sensitivity.  (See 25.952 paragraphs: 7.1.6, 7.1.7, and 7.1.11)

Summary of change:a Insert separate desired signal levels for LA and WA and specify the level
correctly:
For ACS: -103dBm for WA and -89dBm for LA (<REFSENS>+6dB)
For Dynamic range: -79dBm for WA and -65dBm for LA (<REFSENS>+30dB)

Consequences if a

not approved:
The LA ACS and Dynamic Range requirements will be incorrectly stated, since
the desired signal level will be the WA required signal level instead of the correct
LA requirement.

Clauses affected: a 7.3.1.1, 7.4.1.1

Y N
Other specs a X  Other core specifications a

affected: X  Test specifications 25.142
X  O&M Specifications

Other comments: a CR for 25.142 provide in tdoc R4-021128

How to create CRs using this form:
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.
Below is a brief summary:
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1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked a contain pop-up help information about the field that they are
closest to.

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings.

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to
the change request.
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7.3.1 Minimum requirement

7.3.1.1 3,84 Mcps TDD Option

The BER shall not exceed 0.001 for the parameters specified in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Dynamic Range

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement
channel data rate

12.2 kbps

Wide Area BS -79 dBmWanted signal
mean power Local Area BS -65 dBm

Wide Area BS -73 dBm/3.84 MHzInterfering
AWGN signal Local Area BS -59 dBm/3.84 MHz

<Next changed Section>

7.4.1 Minimum Requirement

7.4.1.1 3,84 Mcps TDD Option

The BER shall not exceed 0.001 for the parameters specified in table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Adjacent channel selectivity

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement
channel data rate

12.2 kbps

Wide Area BS -103 dBmWanted
signal mean
power Local Area BS -89 dBm

Wide Area BS –52 dBmInterfering
signal mean
power

Local Area BS –38 dBm

Fuw offset (Modulated) 5 MHz
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a 25.105 CR 127 arev a Current version: 5.1.0 a
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Proposed change affects: UICC appsa ME Radio Access Network X Core Network

Title: a 1,28 Mcps TDD option Local Area BS ACS and Dynamic Range desired signal level
correction

Source: a RAN WG4

Work item code:a RInImp-BSClass-LCRTDD Date: a 21/08/2002

Category: a F Release: a Rel-5
Use one of the following categories:

F  (correction)
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release)
B  (addition of feature),
C  (functional modification of feature)
D  (editorial modification)

Detailed explanations of the above categories can
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900.

Use one of the following releases:
2 (GSM Phase 2)
R96 (Release 1996)
R97 (Release 1997)
R98 (Release 1998)
R99 (Release 1999)
Rel-4 (Release 4)
Rel-5 (Release 5)
Rel-6 (Release 6)

Reason for change: a The Local Area BS ACS and Dynamic Range should be refereced to the  -96
dBm reference sensitivity requirement for Local Area BS not the -110dBm
reference sensitivity the WA requiement. The performance is unchanged, the
intent and desired performance for the Local Area ACS and Dynamic Range has
always been relative to a  -96 dBm reference sensitivity.  (See 25.882
paragraphs: 7.1.4, 7.1.5, and 7.1.9)

Summary of change:a Desired signal levels specified separatly for Local and Wide Area BS:
For ACS: -104dBm for Wide Area BS and –90 dBm for Local Area BS
(<REFSENS>+6dB)
For Dynamic range: -80dBm for Wide Area BS and -66dBm for Local Area BS
(<REFSENS>+30dB)

Consequences if a

not approved:
The Local Area BS ACS and Dynamic Range requirements will be incorrectly
stated, since the desired signal level will be the Wide Area BS required signal
level instead of the correct Local Area BS requirement.

Clauses affected: a 7.3.1.2, 7.4.1.2

Y N
Other specs a X  Other core specifications a

affected: X  Test specifications 25.142 CR145
X  O&M Specifications

Other comments: a
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How to create CRs using this form:
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.
Below is a brief summary:

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked a contain pop-up help information about the field that they are
closest to.

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings.

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to
the change request.
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7.3 Dynamic range
Receiver dynamic range is the receiver ability to handle a rise of interference in the reception frequency channel. The
receiver shall fulfil a specified BER requirement for a specified sensitivity degradation of the wanted signal in the
presence of an interfering AWGN signal in the same reception frequency channel.

7.3.1 Minimum requirement

7.3.1.1 3,84 Mcps TDD Option

The BER shall not exceed 0.001 for the parameters specified in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Dynamic Range

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement
channel data rate

12.2 kbps

Wanted signal mean power -79 dBm
Wide Area BS -73 dBm/3.84 MHzInterfering

AWGN signal Local Area BS -59 dBm/3.84 MHz

7.3.1.2 1,28 Mcps TDD Option:

 The BER shall not exceed 0.001 for the parameters specified in Table7.2A

Table 7.2A: Dynamic Range

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement

channel data rate
12.2 kbps

Wide Area BS -80 dBmWanted
signal mean

power Local Area BS -66 dBm

Wide Area BS -76 dBm/1.28 MHzInterfering
AWGN signal Local Area BS -62 dBm/1.28 MHz

7.4 Adjacent Channel Selectivity (ACS)
Adjacent channel selectivity (ACS) is a measure of the receiver ability to receive a wanted signal at its assigned channel
frequency in the presence of a single code CDMA modulated adjacent channel signal at a given frequency offset from
the center frequency of the assigned channel. ACS is the ratio of the receiver filter attenuation on the assigned channel
frequency to the receiver filter attenuation on the adjacent channel(s).

7.4.1 Minimum Requirement

7.4.1.1 3,84 Mcps TDD Option

The BER shall not exceed 0.001 for the parameters specified in table 7.3.
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Table 7.3: Adjacent channel selectivity

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement
channel data rate

12.2 kbps

Wanted signal mean power -103 dBm

Wide Area BS –52 dBmInterfering
signal mean
power

Local Area BS –38 dBm

Fuw offset (Modulated) 5 MHz

7.4.1.2 1,28 Mcps TDD Option

The BER shall not exceed 0.001 for the parameters specified in table7.3A

Table 7.3A: Adjacent channel selectivity

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement

channel data rate
12.2 kbps

Wida Area BS -104 dBmWanted
signal mean

power Local Area BS -90 dBm

Wide Area BS  –55 dBmInterfering
signal mean
power

Local Area BS –41 dBm

Fuw offset (Modulated) 1.6 MHz
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CHANGE REQUEST

a 25.142 CR 130 arev 1 a Current version: 5.1.0 a

For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the a symbols.

Proposed change affects: UICC appsa ME Radio Access Network X Core Network

Title: a 3,84 Mcps TDD option LA ACS and DR desired signal level correction

Source: a RAN WG4

Work item code:a RInImp-BSClass-TDD Date: a 21/08/2002

Category: a F Release: a Rel-5
Use one of the following categories:

F  (correction)
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release)
B  (addition of feature),
C  (functional modification of feature)
D  (editorial modification)

Detailed explanations of the above categories can
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900.

Use one of the following releases:
2 (GSM Phase 2)
R96 (Release 1996)
R97 (Release 1997)
R98 (Release 1998)
R99 (Release 1999)
Rel-4 (Release 4)
Rel-5 (Release 5)
Rel-6 (Release 6)

Reason for change: a The LA ACS and Dynamic Range should be refereced to the -95dBm reference
sensitivity requirement for LA not the -109dBm reference sensitivity the WA
requiement.  This is not a change in performance, the intent and desired
performance for the LA ACS and Dynamic Range has always been relative to a
-95 dBm reference sensitivity.  (See 25.952 paragraphs: 7.1.6, 7.1.7, and 7.1.11)

Summary of change:a Insert separate desired signal levels for LA and WA and specify the level
correctly:
For ACS: -103dBm for WA and –89dBm for LA. (<REFSENS>+6dB)
For Dynamic range: -79dBm for WA and –65dBm for LA (<REFSENS>+30dB)
Also correct the LA and WA test requirments for dynamic range incorporating the
test tolorance.

Consequences if a

not approved:
The LA ACS and Dynamic Range requirements and the Dynamic Range test
requirments will be incorrectly stated, since the desired signal level will be the
WA required signal level instead of the correct LA requirement.

Clauses affected: a 7.3.2.1, 7.3.5.1, 7.4.2.1

Y N
Other specs a X  Other core specifications a

affected: X  Test specifications
X  O&M Specifications

Other comments: a CR for 25.105 provide in tdoc R4-021127

How to create CRs using this form:
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Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.
Below is a brief summary:

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked a contain pop-up help information about the field that they are
closest to.

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings.

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to
the change request.
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7.3.2 Minimum Requirements

7.3.2.1 3,84 Mcps TDD option

The BER shall not exceed 0,001 for the parameters specified in table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Minimum Requirements for Dynamic Range

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wide Area BS -79 dBmWanted signal
mean power Local Area BS -65 dBm

Wide Area BS -73 dBm/3,84 MHzInterfering
AWGN signal Local Area BS -59 dBm/3,84 MHz

The normative reference for this requirement is TS 25.105 [1] subclause 7.3.1.1.

<Next changed Section>

+7.3.5 Test Requirements

NOTE: If the Test Requirement below differs from the Minimum Requirement, then the Test Tolerance applied
for this test is non-zero. The Test Tolerance for this test is defined in subclause 5.11 and the explanation
of how the Minimum Requirement has been relaxed by the Test Tolerance is given in Annex D.

7.3.5.1 3,84 Mcps TDD option

For any BS Rx port tested, the measured BER shall not exceed 0,001 for the parameters specified in table 7.4.

Table 7.4: Test Requirements for Dynamic Range

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wide Area BS -77,8 dBmWanted signal
mean power Local Area BS -63.8 dBm

Wide Area BS -73 dBm/3,84 MHzInterfering
AWGN signal Local Area BS -59 dBm/3,84 MHz

<Next changed Section>

7.4.2 Minimum Requirements

7.4.2.1 3,84 Mcps TDD option

The BER, measured on the wanted signal in the presence of an interfering signal, shall not exceed 0,001 for the
parameters specified in table 7.5.
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Table 7.5: Parameters of the wanted signal and the interfering signal for ACS testing

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wide Area BS -103 dBmWanted signal
mean power Local Area BS -89 dBm

Wide Area BS -52 dBmInterfering signal
mean power Local Area BS -38 dBm

Fuw (modulated) 5 MHz
NOTE: Fuw is the frequency offset of the unwanted interfering signal from the assigned

channel frequency of the wanted signal.

The normative reference for this requirement is TS 25.105 [1] subclause 7.4.1.1.
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CHANGE REQUEST

a 25.142 CR 145 arev a Current version: 5.1.0 a

For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the a symbols.

Proposed change affects: UICC appsa ME Radio Access Network X Core Network

Title: a 1,28 Mcps TDD option Local Area BS ACS and Dynamic Range desired signal level
correction

Source: a RAN WG4

Work item code:a RInImp-BSClass-LCRTDD Date: a 21/08/2002

Category: a F Release: a Rel-5
Use one of the following categories:

F  (correction)
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release)
B  (addition of feature),
C  (functional modification of feature)
D  (editorial modification)

Detailed explanations of the above categories can
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900.

Use one of the following releases:
2 (GSM Phase 2)
R96 (Release 1996)
R97 (Release 1997)
R98 (Release 1998)
R99 (Release 1999)
Rel-4 (Release 4)
Rel-5 (Release 5)
Rel-6 (Release 6)

Reason for change: a The Local Area BS ACS and Dynamic Range should be refereced to the  -96
dBm reference sensitivity requirement for Local Area BS not the -110dBm
reference sensitivity the WA requiement. The performance is unchanged, the
intent and desired performance for the Local Area ACS and Dynamic Range has
always been relative to a  -96 dBm reference sensitivity.  (See 25.882
paragraphs: 7.1.4, 7.1.5, and 7.1.9)

Summary of change:a Desired signal levels specified separatly for Local and Wide Area BS:
For ACS: -104dBm for Wide Area BS and –90 dBm for Local Area BS
(<REFSENS>+6dB)
For Dynamic range: -80dBm for Wide Area BS and -66dBm for Local Area BS
(<REFSENS>+30dB)
The requirments for dynamic range is also corrected incorporating the test
tolorance.

Consequences if a

not approved:
The Local Area BS ACS and Dynamic Range requirements and the Dynamic
Range test requirement will be incorrectly stated, since the desired signal level
will be the Wide Area BS required signal level instead of the correct Local Area
BS requirement.

Clauses affected: a

Y N
Other specs a X  Other core specifications a

affected: X  Test specifications
X  O&M Specifications
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Other comments: a

How to create CRs using this form:
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.
Below is a brief summary:

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked a contain pop-up help information about the field that they are
closest to.

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings.

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to
the change request.
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7.3 Dynamic range

7.3.1 Definition and applicability

Receiver dynamic range is the receiver ability to handle a rise of interference in the reception frequency channel. The
receiver shall fulfil a specified BER requirement for a specified sensitivity degradation of the wanted signal in the
presence of an interfering AWGN signal in the same reception frequency channel.

In this subclause, different requirements shall apply to Wide Area BS and Local Area BS.

7.3.2 Minimum Requirements

7.3.2.1 3,84 Mcps TDD option

The BER shall not exceed 0,001 for the parameters specified in table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Minimum Requirements for Dynamic Range

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wanted signal mean power -79 dBm
Wide Area BS -73 dBm/3,84 MHzInterfering

AWGN signal Local Area BS -59 dBm/3,84 MHz

The normative reference for this requirement is TS 25.105 [1] subclause 7.3.1.1.

7.3.2.2 1,28 Mcps TDD option

The BER shall not exceed 0,001 for the parameters specified in table 7.3A.

Table 7.3A: Minimum Requirements for Dynamic Range for 1,28 Mcps TDD

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wida Area BS -80 dBmWanted signal
mean power Local Area BS -66 dBm

Wide Area BS -76 dBm/1,28 MHzInterfering
AWGN signal Local Area BS -62 dBm/1,28 MHz

The normative reference for this requirement is TS 25.105 [1] subclause 7.3.1.2.

7.3.3 Test purpose

The test purpose is to verify the ability of the BS to receive a prescribed single-code test signal of maximum input
power under defined conditions (specified interference, no multipath) with a BER not exceeding a specified limit.

7.3.4 Method of test

7.3.4.1 Initial conditions

7.3.4.1.0 General test conditions

Test environment: normal; see subclause 5.9.1.
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RF channels to be tested: B, M and T; see subclause 5.3.

7.3.4.1.1 3,84 Mcps TDD option

(1) Connect the BS tester (UE simulator), generating the wanted signal, and a band-limited white noise source,
generating the interfering AWGN signal, to the antenna connector of one BS Rx port.

(2) Terminate or disable any other BS Rx port not under test.

(3) Start transmission from the BS tester to the BS using the UL reference measurement channel (12,2 kbps) defined
in Annex A.2.1.

(4) The level of the BS tester output signal measured at the BS antenna connector shall be adjusted as specified in
table 7.4.

(5) The power spectral density of the band-limited white noise source measured at the BS antenna connector shall be
adjusted as specified in table 7.4. The characteristics of the white noise source shall comply with the AWGN
interferer definition in subclause 5.18

7.3.4.1.2 1,28 Mcps TDD option

(1) Connect the BS tester (UE simulator), generating the wanted signal, and a band-limited white noise source,
generating the interfering AWGN signal, to the antenna connector of one BS Rx port.

(2) Terminate or disable any other BS Rx port not under test.

(3) Start transmission from the BS tester to the BS using the UL reference measurement channel (12.2 kbps) defined
in Annex A.2.1.

(4) The level of the BS tester output signal measured at the BS antenna connector shall be adjusted as specified in
table 7.3A.

(5) The power spectral density of the band-limited white noise source measured at the BS antenna connector shall be
adjusted as specified in table 7.3A. The characteristics of the white noise source shall compy with the AWGN
interferer definition in subclause 5.18.

7.3.4.2 Procedure

(1) Measure the BER by comparing the bit sequence of the information data transmitted by the BS tester with the bit
sequence obtained from the BS receiver.

(2) Interchange the connections of the BS Rx ports and repeat the measurement according to (1)

7.3.5 Test Requirements

NOTE: If the Test Requirement below differs from the Minimum Requirement, then the Test Tolerance applied
for this test is non-zero. The Test Tolerance for this test is defined in subclause 5.11 and the explanation
of how the Minimum Requirement has been relaxed by the Test Tolerance is given in Annex D.

7.3.5.1 3,84 Mcps TDD option

For any BS Rx port tested, the measured BER shall not exceed 0,001 for the parameters specified in table 7.4.

Table 7.4: Test Requirements for Dynamic Range

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wanted signal mean power -77,8 dBm
Wide Area BS -73 dBm/3,84 MHzInterfering

AWGN signal Local Area BS -59 dBm/3,84 MHz
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7.3.5.2 1,28 Mcps TDD option

For any BS Rx port tested, the measured BER shall not exceed 0,001 for the parameters specified in table 7.4A.

Table 7.4A: Test Requirements for Dynamic Range for 1,28 Mcps TDD option

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wide Area BS -79,8 dBmWanted signal
mean power Local Area BS -65,8 dBm

Wide Area BS -76 dBm/1,28 MHzInterfering
AWGN signal Local Area BS -62 dBm/1,28 MHz

7.4 Adjacent Channel Selectivity (ACS)

7.4.1 Definition and applicability

Adjacent channel selectivity (ACS) is a measure of the receiver ability to receive a wanted signal at its assigned channel
frequency in the presence of a single code CDMA modulated adjacent channel signal at a given frequency offset from
the center frequency of the assigned channel.

In this subclause, different requirements shall apply to Wide Area BS and Local Area BS.

7.4.2 Minimum Requirements

7.4.2.1 3,84 Mcps TDD option

The BER, measured on the wanted signal in the presence of an interfering signal, shall not exceed 0,001 for the
parameters specified in table 7.5.

Table 7.5: Parameters of the wanted signal and the interfering signal for ACS testing

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wanted signal mean power -103 dBm

Wide Area BS -52 dBmInterfering signal
mean power Local Area BS -38 dBm

Fuw (modulated) 5 MHz
NOTE: Fuw is the frequency offset of the unwanted interfering signal from the assigned

channel frequency of the wanted signal.

The normative reference for this requirement is TS 25.105 [1] subclause 7.4.1.1.

7.4.2.2 1,28 Mcps TDD option

The BER, measured on the wanted signal in the presence of an interfering signal, shall not exceed 0,001 for the
parameters specified in table 7.5A.
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Table 7.5A: Parameters of the wanted signal and the interfering signal for ACS testing for 1,28 Mcps
TDD

Parameter Level Unit
Reference measurement channel

data rate
12,2 kbit/s

Wide Area BS -104 dBmWanted signal
mean power Local Area BS -90 dBm

Wide Area BS -55 dBmInterfering signal
mean power Local Area BS -41 dBm

Fuw (modulated) 1,6 MHz
NOTE: Fuw is the frequency offset of the unwanted interfering signal from the assigned

channel frequency of the wanted signal.

The normative reference for this requirement is TS 25.105 [1] subclause 7.4.1.2.
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